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Abstract. The definition of BRDF as a ratio of radiance to irradiance assumes that the 

geometrical optics framework applies, implicitly meaning that spatial coherence and diffraction 

of light have no significant effect in the reflection process. However, recent applications of 

BRDF push at increasing the angular resolution and thus at reducing the solid angles for 

illumination and collection. Therefore speckle, an optical effect inherent to the stochastic nature 

of scattering objects, becomes apparent. We suggest that BRDF should be redefined as the 

statistical average over that effect. 

1.  Introduction 

Quantitative measurement of visual appearance is an important subject of study because of its 

application in quality control of industrial products (paper [1], varnishes [2], metals [3]), in development 

of new visual effects (automotive [4], cosmetics [5], packaging [6]) and in rendering models for virtual 

reality (computer graphics[7], virtual prototyping [8]). One way to assess the appearance of a material 

is to measure the way it reflects and scatters light when illuminated from a given direction. This implies 

measuring the so-called Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF), defined in 1977 as the 

ratio of a radiance by an irradiance [9]. 

When a surface element d𝐴 of a scattering sample is illuminated with an irradiance d𝐸𝑖 by an input 

beam with an elementary solid angle d𝜔𝑖 around an incidence direction of unit vector 𝐢, it scatters light 

in the hemisphere (see Fig. 1). Its radiance d𝐿𝑖𝑜 is measured in an elementary solid angle d𝜔𝑜 around 

an outgoing direction of unit vector 𝐨. Following [9], and for specified wavelength and polarization, the 

BRDF of surface element d𝐴 is currently defined as 

 𝐵𝑅𝐷𝐹(𝒊, 𝒐) =  d𝐿𝑖𝑜/d𝐸𝑖. (1) 

In order to support industry in its quality control on visual effects, manufacturers are developing a 

new generation of instruments capable to assess the BRDF. To characterize pearlescent or 

goniochromatic coatings, fine spectral resolution is required [10]. To characterize gloss [11] or sparkle 

[12], high angular resolution is required. 

To appropriately answer the demand for calibration of these new instruments, national metrological 

institutes have developed new reference goniospectrophotometers with either high spectral resolution 

[13][14][15] or high angular resolution [16], all equipped with detection systems allowing to accurately 

assess reliable and traceable BRDF values. 
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Figure 1. Notation used for the description of the BRDF: 
illumination is done along direction i, observation along 

direction o. The measured area is called dA. 

But reducing the spectral bandwidth or the angular resolution to extremely low values leads at some 

point to facing coherence effects with the apparition of speckle, which modulates the BRDF with a 

random graininess [17][18][19]. In this manuscript, we address spatial coherence issues, and therefore 

high angular resolution. Spectral effects play a similar but different role when high spectral resolution 

is sought, an issue that will not be considered here. 

One can then ask the following question: “what is being measured here?” As a matter of fact, the 

BRDF is supposed to be a radiometric quantity that is a characteristic of the material. But in these 

extreme measurement situations, coherence induces additional physical effects in the BRDF 

measurement process, which are not due to the material as such but come from the nature of light 

propagation in the presence of the randomness of the specific sample being measured. From a 

radiometric point of view, that last part should not be part of the BRDF and should be removed. 

Following earlier work [19] [20], we propose in this article to recover the BRDF by averaging out 

the speckle effect with no compromise on the angular resolution. This leads us to propose a new 

definition of the BRDF, representative of the scattering properties of the material without perturbation 

by the specific sample area currently being illuminated, as is the case in the standard situation of spatially 

incoherent illumination. 

The paper is organized as follows: firstly, we recall the origin of speckle and show experimental 

evidence of its appearance when the light source becomes spatially coherent. Secondly, we show how 

speckle averages out when accumulating BRDF measurements performed on uncorrelated areas of the 

same sample, as is also illustrated by simulations. We conclude by proposing a new definition for the 

BRDF. 

2.  Speckle and coherence 

Speckle appears as the result of a multiple source interference between the many wavelets scattered by 

a rough surface [21]. When the surface is illuminated by a polarized, spatially, and temporally coherent 

source, the height variations associated with surface roughness translate into a phase roughness, which 

maps onto the fields scattered in a given direction. The interference between the scattered fields leads 

to bright grains in directions where the interference is (at least in part) constructive, separated by dark 

worm-like areas in directions where the interference is destructive. 

Until recently, the question of spatial coherence was not an issue for BRDF measurement since most 

devices had a solid angle di large enough that coherence effects were not observable because speckle 

grains were smeared out by the accumulation of contributions from the different, mutually incoherent, 

source points. Similarly, the rather large collection solid angle do did not resolve any speckle pattern, 

but instead averaged the radiance and blurred speckle grains. In high-resolution BRDF measurement 

devices such as ConDOR [16], the high directionality of the incident beam as well as the solid angle at 
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collection make speckle clearly visible in the measurements. Figure 2 shows the optical design of 

ConDOR and results obtained when measuring the BRDF of a glossy sample [23] illuminated under 

incidence 𝜃𝑖 = 30°: speckle appears as the input solid angle i is reduced [24]. This, of course, is 

possible because the solid angle on the collection side o is smaller than i. Here, it is the pixel size of 

the camera that defines o. It has an aperture angle of 0.004° that is about the angular size /⦰p2 of a 

speckle grain with  = 700 nm and ⦰p2 = 10 mm (see Fig. 2) for the diameter of aperture p2. Shorter 

wavelengths would lead to less contrasted granularity, as a given pixel would receive the information of 

several grains simultaneously [20]. 

Figure 2. Left: Optical design of ConDOR, a goniospectrophotometer with ultra-high angular 

resolution. The resolution is imposed by the divergence of the illumination beam, that is controlled 

by the diameter of the pinhole (p1) and can be adjusted from 0,017° to 1° [17]. Aperture (p2) 

defines the illumination beam diameter. The radiance along observations directions is measured 

with a Fourier optics based optical system combined with a cooled CCD [22]. Right: ConDOR 

BRDF measurements on a sample of NCS black gloss scale with the highest glossiness [23] for 

decreasing values of the angular resolution. Illumination with V(λ) photometrical spectrum. 

 

3.  Averaging out speckle 

3.1.  Experiments 

The speckle effect originates from the interplay between the coherence of the light source and the 

stochastic nature of the surface roughness. Assume a collimated wave with a given wavelength and 

polarization state impinges on a perfectly homogeneous scattering surface, i.e. the roughness of which 

is described by a stationary random process. Assume furthermore that the speckle grain size in the 

scattered light is well resolved. The observed speckle pattern is then maximally contrasted. Also, two 

non overlapping areas of the sample create statistically independent speckle fluctuations, while the 

global shape of the intensity distribution, which is the statistical average of the radiance, remains 

unchanged. 

To illustrate this phenomenon, we operated ConDOR with a fully spatially coherent source. We 

replaced aperture (p1) with the exit face of a single-mode fibered laser at about  = 635 nm (Thorlabs 

item LPS-635-FC). The bandwidth ∆ is negligible in the present conditions. Also, ⦰p2 was set to 5 mm 

to ensure that the speckle grains are well resolved by the pixels of the CCD camera, whilst allowing 

enough flux to be detected in few ten seconds exposure time. With these settings, the angular resolution 

of the BRDF measurement is limited by the aperture diameter, i.e., neither the pixel size nor the pinhole. 

Table 1 summarizes the above-mentioned dimensions in angular units. 
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Table 1. Parameters contributing to the angular 
resolution of the ConDOR instrument. 

Parameter Angular resolution 

CCD Pixel (24µm) 0.004° 

Diffraction by (p2) (⦰p2 = 5 mm) 0.009° 
a for BRDF measurements using a fully spatially coherent laser source at 

𝜆 = 635 nm. For comparison, the resolution of the human eye is on the 

order of 0.025°. 
 

The BRDF measurements reported here were done on the glossiest black sample of NCS gloss scale 

[23]. Illumination is along i (i = 45°, i = 180°). Results collected in and around the specular direction 

(o = 45°, o = 0°) are presented on Figure 3 and confirm the theory. Illuminating a unique area of the 

sample leads to a BRDF measurement showing a well contrasted speckle pattern (see Fig3. (a) & (c)): 

large intensity fluctuations are observed, with peaks several times higher than the local average 

amplitude. Indeed, interference occurs between wavelets diffracted by many locations on the sample, 

creating multiple interferences with a random character. Also, the associated bright grains are separated 

from each other by areas where the intensity nearly vanishes. Shot-to-shot relative intensity fluctuations 

have been measured to about 4%, and are therefore negligible with respect to the observed pixel-to-pixel 

fluctuations: the latter are robust with respect to time-averaging by the detector [25]. We have studied 

elsewhere [20] the intensity statistics in one image and shown that they indeed correspond to the 

expected statistics of the speckle effect. 

 

Illuminating a different, non overlapping area of the same sample (see Fig 3 (b) & (d)), yields 

globally to the same BRDF but the spatial distribution of the grains differs. The conservation of the 

general shape reflects the stationarity of the sample roughness. The variations of the grains reflect the 

roughness details from each particular illuminated area. 

Following earlier work by Hoover and Gamiz [19], we repeated the experiment for 25 uncorrelated 

areas of the same sample. The data are shown on Fig 4 (a). Statistical average of the data, on each pixel, 

efficiently averages out the speckle-induced fluctuations, revealing the BRDF of the surface. 

Fluctuations remain, however, due to the limited number of non overlapping areas available on the 

sample. Illuminating smaller areas of the sample by decreasing the aperture (p2) diameter would of 

Figure 3. (a) & (b) BRDF measurements performed with ConDOR on two different non-

overlapping areas of the same sample. (c) & (d) Cross-sections of the BRDF measurements 

shown in (a) and (b) along the plane of incidence (o = 0°). (e) & (f) BRDF simulated with 

parameters similar to those of ConDOR. (g) & (h) Cross-sections of the BRDF simulated shown 

in (e) and (f) along the plane of incidence (o = 0°) 
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course allow averaging over more areas, but at the expense of the angular resolution of the BRDF 

measurement due to the diffraction by (p2) which increases the speckle grain size. 

Figure 4. (a) Cross-section of BRDF measurements in the plane of incidence for 25 non-

overlapping areas of NCS95 sample (only the region around the specular direction is shown). The 

average (red curve) exhibits reduced intensity fluctuations (b) Impact of statistical averaging on 

BRDF simulated with parameters like those of (a) The statistical average over 15 000 different 

realizations (red curve) is quite close to the mathematical expectation, here a Gaussian profile 

(dashed line, see Eqn (2)), as shown by the small residuals in (c), which is the difference between 

the red curve and the dashed line of (b). 

 

3.2.  Simulations 

To further study the effect of statistical averaging whilst not compromising on the angular resolution, 

we performed simulations of the BRDF measurements as described in [20], using the same parameters 

as those used for the measurements by ConDOR (see section 3a). As in [20], the BRDF was empirically 

simulated as a Gaussian profile with the same root-mean-squared (rms) width as that measured by 

ConDOR: 

 𝐵𝑅𝐷𝐹(𝜃o, 𝜃i, 𝜑o, 𝜑i, 𝜆) ∝ exp (−
𝑥′2

2𝜎2 −
𝑦′2

2(𝜎 cos 𝜃𝐢)2) (2) 

where i is the incidence angle, x  and y  are the Cartesian coordinates on the CCD sensor (see Fig. 2), 

referenced to the specular direction, and 𝜎 is the rms width of the BRDF Gaussian profile in the 

incidence plane. 

The results are shown in Fig. 3 (e) – (h) at λ = 635 nm and for ⦰p2 = 5 mm. We have simulated 

15000 BRDF measurements over uncorrelated areas of the sample. Speckle fluctuations observed on 

single realizations agree with experimental data. Statistical averaging of the 15 000 simulated images 

now reveals the BRDF accurately, as shown by the small residuals with respect to the expected Gaussian 

profile shown in Fig. 4(c). Fairly straightforwardly, when those 15 000 simulated images are grouped 

by sets of 25, resulting in 600 such sets, the signal to noise ratio is improved by a factor 5. The same 

cannot be done straightforwardly on the experimental data because the “real” shape of the BRDF is not 

known accurately. In the simulation, speckle is generated by Fourier filtering computer generated white 

noise with a prescribed spectral density obeying Eqn (2), therefore the BRDF is known [26]. 

4.  Proposal for a new definition of the BRDF 

The results presented above demonstrate that there is an issue in the current definition of the BRDF. 

Specifically, the current definition is self-contradictory if pushed to the limit of angular resolution on 

both input and output sides: on one hand, it implicitly assumes that the sample under test is illuminated 

by spatially incoherent light, which precludes any interference; on the other hand, it also assumes that 

(b) (b) (c) 
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the limit of illumination of the surface from one single direction, therefore by a plane wave with a zero 

solid angle, can be reached. But that is precisely the case of maximal spatial coherence, prone to 

interferences that will occur after scattering by the sample. 

Similarly, on the collection side, the current definition assumes geometrical optics to be valid, 

ignoring diffraction by the sample. But a minimal collection solid angle corresponds to the most visible 

diffraction effects, which are intrinsic to the phenomenon of scattering by small random fluctuations in 

the surface roughness and manifest themselves as speckle. Therefore, speckle effects are ignored by that 

definition, while they are in fact maximized in the limit of the narrowest possible solid angles on both 

the illumination and the collection sides. 

Enforcing a definition for the BRDF that assumes that incident light source is perfectly spatially 

incoherent, i.e., in which spatial coherence of light is not a parameter (in opposition to wavelength and 

polarization), entails considering that speckle is not part of the measured BRDF but rather a physical 

source of experimental error (even though, in certain conditions, this error cannot be removed). To be 

convinced of this, one may consider a perfectly stationary scattering surface with uniform appearance. 

Its BRDF should by definition be the same all over the surface since the microstructure responsible for 

scattering is stationary, whereas the speckle patterns vary strongly from one area to another due to the 

variations of local microstructure. 

We therefore propose a new definition for the BRDF that informs about the scattering properties of 

the surface "as if" the incident beam was spatially incoherent. Following the work reported in the 

previous section, we suggest defining the BRDF, for specified spectrum and polarization, as the 

expected value of the radiance scattered by the independent scattering samples from the same statistical 

ensemble: 

 BRDF(𝒊, 𝒐) =  〈d𝐿𝑖𝑜〉/d𝐸𝑖 ,  (3) 

where 〈. 〉 stands for the mathematical expectation. In this way, the BRDF measurement in each area 

includes a random fluctuation due to speckle, but the average of all measurements will smooth those 

fluctuations away. 

In practice, that may mean measuring non overlapping areas of the same sample, but always keeping 

the illuminated area large enough that diffraction by the illuminated aperture does not degrade resolution 

below the specific needs. The number of measurements to be averaged depends both on the incident 

solid angle and on the sensor angular resolution: as smaller solid angles induce a more contrasted 

speckle, with the special case of laser illumination corresponding to the minimal theoretical solid angle, 

the number of measured areas must be increased, which requires a larger sample. The manufacturers of 

measuring devices should explicitly state the way to obtain the mathematical expectation of the radiance 

according to the device characteristics. If the incident solid angle is large enough to be considered as 

incoherent and nevertheless reach the desired resolution, one radiance measurement suffices. A similar 

comment applies to the resolution on the collection side. In such a case, the new BRDF definition is 

then equivalent to the usual one. The user must be aware of the limitation in terms of angular resolution 

on both sides and of the diffraction limit resulting from the sample size. 

To summarize, the required angular resolution in BRDF acquisition sets upper limits to the 

illumination and collection solid angles. If high resolution is required, the coherent effects inherent to 

the stochastic character of scattering samples create speckle. Statistical averaging appears to be the only 

way to reach high accuracy in BRDF acquisition without compromising angular resolution on either 

side. The definition of the BRDF should reflect those physical facts. 
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